We show that the Hamiltonian systems on Sternberg-Weinstein phase spaces which yield Wong's equations of motion for a classical particle in a gravitational and a Yang-Mills field, naturally arise as the first order approximation of generic Hamiltonian systems on Poisson manifolds at a critical Lagrangian submanifold. We further define a second order approximated system involving scalar fields which first appeared in Einstein-Mayer theory. Reduction and symplectic realization of this system are interpreted in terms of dimensional reduction and Kaluza-Klein theory.
Introduction
In 1970, when quantized non-abelian gauge theory was developing into a cornerstone of today's theoretical physics, Wong ([29] ) wrote down his famous equations of motion generalizing Lorentz' equations for classical particles in gravitational and Yang-Mills fields. In 1977/78, Sternberg and Weinstein ([23, 28] ) showed that Wong's equations could be understood as a Hamiltonian system. From a modern point of view, the underlying SternbergWeinstein phase space is a Poisson manifold, obtained as the quotient of the cotangent bundle of a principal fiber bundle P → B by the lifted action of the structure group ( [19, 20] ). As usual, the gravitational and Yang-Mills fields are modelled by a metric on B and a principal connection form on P , respectively. Further work has been done to study the structure and properties of the Sternberg-Weinstein phase space and generalizations (see [8] , and the overview below).
On the other hand, Weinstein's splitting theorem ( [27] ) implies that a local linear approximation to any Poisson manifold is given by the product T * X × g * of a cotangent bundle with the dual of a Lie algebra endowed with the natural Poisson structure, which is locally equivalent to a SternbergWeinstein phase space. Our aim is to describe a global version of such an approximation which extends to the dynamical level.
1.1. Notation. For a manifold M , we denote by τ M : T M → M (π M : T * M → M ) the (co)tangent projection, Ω(M ) := ⊕ dim M k=0 Ω k (M ) (X(M ) := ⊕ dim M k=0 X k (M )) the (contravariant) exterior algebra, [·, ·] the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket on X(M ), and i X (L X ) the contraction (Lie derivative) with respect to X ∈ X 1 (M ). The tangent map of f : M →M is denoted by T f . For a fiber bundle p : E → M over M , Γ(E) denotes the global sections of E, and V E the vertical tangent bundle. The product bundle of E andẼ over M is denoted by E × MẼ , and we write (pr 1 , pr 2 ) : E × MẼ → E ×Ẽ for the component projections. The dual of a linear map of vector bundles φ : E →Ẽ over f : M →M is denoted by φ * : S kẼ * | f (M ) → S k E * , in consistency with the pull-back since φ * s = φ * s = φ * • s • f ; byū ∈ C ∞ (E) we denote the fiber-polynomial function defined by a section u ∈ Γ(S • E * ), S • E * = ⊕ ∞ k=0 S k E * , where S k denotes the k-th symmetric tensor product. If M =M , we write E ⊕ MẼ (E ⊗ MẼ ) for the Whitney sum (fiberwise tensor product). For q ∈ Γ(E ⊗ MẼ ) (σ ∈ Γ(E * ⊗ MẼ * )), we denote q ♯ :Ẽ * → E (σ ♭ : E →Ẽ * ) the corresponding bundle morphism. Given a Poisson manifold (Z, ̟), we denote by X f = ̟ ♯ • df the Hamiltonian vector field of f ∈ C ∞ (Z). For a principal bundle P → M , the associated fiber bundle to P with standard fiber F will be denoted by F (P ). Scalar products and metrics are understood to be pseudo-euclidean in general.
Overview.
Below we describe the construction of Sternberg and Weinstein, and the transitive Lie algebroid structure on the restriction of the cotangent bundle of every Poisson manifold Z to a symplectic leaf S ⊂ Z. The last allows to define the notion of an E-connection form, intimately related to gauge fields. Similar results have earlier been obtained by Y. Vorobjev [26] . In Section 2, using the general fact that the dual bundle to any Lie algebroid carries a natural Poisson structure (see [2] ), we construct, for any Lagrangian submanifold X ⊂ S such that dH| X = 0 for a generic Hamiltonian H on Z, a Poisson manifold Z ′ and a canonical Hamiltonian system defined by a Hamiltonian H ′ 1 on Z ′ , which can be considered as a linear approximation of Z and H, respectively. Locally, it is determined by a metric and a Yang-Mills field on X, as for the system yielding the Wong equations. Furthermore, we show that another system on Z ′ , related to Einstein-Mayer theory ( [7] ), can be seen as a natural quadratic approximation, containing additional scalar fields. In Section 3 we constrain the construction to a coisotropic submanifold Q ⊂ Z, which leads to an approximated system well-known from dimensional reduction ( [4] ). It allows to interpret reduced scalar fields as Higgs fields. Finally, we show in Section 4 that our constructions can be locally related to Kaluza-Klein and gauge theory via the choice of a locally minimal symplectic realization ρ : W → U ⊂ Z. In particular, it allows to interpret the original system locally as describing particle motion in a Yang-Mills field with values in a general Poisson-algebra. This will be treated in another work, except for some comments in section 4.1. The Yang-Mills equations for classical gauge theories involving non-linear Poisson structures should be similar to those of the Poisson sigma model of N. Ikeda ([10] ) and ). This will also be treated separately.
Since the Lie algebras of usual gauge theories lead to linearizable Poisson structures, classical gauge theory turns out to be a generic setting in the Poisson geometric framework. Notice also that the results of this work should partly fit into the more general technical framework developed in [12] for studying linearized dynamics near invariant isotropic submanifolds.
1.3. The Sternberg-Weinstein phase space. If (W, ω) is a symplectic manifold with a surjective submersive moment map λ : W → g * L generating the right action of a Lie group G with Lie algebra Lie(G) = g L on W , and if the quotient W/G is a manifold, we know that the natural projection ρ : W → W/G coinduces a Poisson structure on W/G, and the G-orbits are symplectically orthogonal to the fibers of λ ( [27] ). We consider the following special case of this situation. Proposition 1.1. Let p : P → B be a principal fiber bundle over the manifold B with connected structure group G and Lie(G) = g L . The canonical lift of the (right) G-action on P to (T * P, ω), where ω is the canonical symplectic form, is generated by a moment map λ : T * P → g * L given by α → (ϕ y ) * (α| VyP ), where y = π P (α) and ϕ : P × g L → V P , (y, D) → (D P )(y), D P being the fundamental vector field of D ∈ g L . Assuming that the quotient T * P/G is a manifold, there is a coinduced Poisson structure ̟ on it. If ρ denotes the projection, (g * L , w gL ) λ ← (T * P, ω) ρ → (T * P/G, ̟) is a dual pair. Definition 1.2. We call the quotient space (T * P/G, ̟) the SternbergWeinstein phase space. Since G was supposed connected, the leaves of the symplectic foliation of T * P/G are in bijection with the symplectic leaves of g * L , that is, the coadjoint orbits. A coadjoint orbit O ⊂ g * L endowed with its symplectic structure and moment map is called a generalized charge, in analogy with the special case G = U (1) related to electrodynamics. Remark 1.3. Sternberg ( [23] ) and Weinstein ([28] ) directly constructed the phase space corresponding to a specific choice of a coadjoint orbit, performing a Marsden-Weinstein reduction. Notice that the charge 0 corresponds to a particular symplectic leaf of minimal dimension and which is naturally identified with the base phase space T * B.
Any metric γ on B naturally defines a Hamiltonian H 0 on T * B, quadratic on the fibers and describing geodesic motion in a gravitational field modelled by γ on B. Given in addition a Yang-Mills field modelled by a G-equivariant principal connection 1-formÂ on P , we dispose of the projections
Then, H =μ * Â H 0 defines a Hamiltonian system on T * P/G (minimal coupling). Consider the bundle g * L (P π ) for P π = T * B × B P p π =pr 1 −→ T * B, with the induced and coadjoint right G-action. The mapψÂ defined bŷ
is a G-equivariant diffeomorphism. Thus, it induces a diffeomorphism of the quotient spaces ψÂ :
g * L (P π ) → T * B the natural projection, we obtain the commutative diagram:
If we define a Poisson structure and a Hamiltonian on g * L (P π ) by setting
is naturally fibred over T * B, the phase space corresponding to the charge 0, while the gauge field influences the dynamics only via the Poisson structure. This is the natural phase space for writing down the equations of motion of particles in a gravitational and a Yang-Mills field, by calculating ̟Â explicitly. Definition 1.4. The systems (T * P/G, ̟, H) and (g * L (P π ), ̟Â, H0) are called the Wong system and the left gauged Wong system, respectively.
It is well-known that Kaluza-Klein theory provides a description of Wong dynamics on the realization space T * P ( [11] , [14] , [13] ). Definition 1.5. Let p : P → B be a principal fiber bundle with structure group G. Let g L = Lie(G), and let ι be a scalar product on g L . To any metric γ on B, and to any principal connection formÂ on P , we associate a Kaluza-Klein metric (or bundle metric) κ by setting
Theorem 1.6. Let p : P → B, γ,Â, ι and κ be as in definition (1.5), and let H 0 and K be the Hamiltonians defined by γ and κ on T * B and T * P , respectively. Let ρ : (T * P, ω) → (T * P/G, ̟) be the Poisson projection as in Proposition 1.1, defineμÂ : T * P/G → T * B as in (1.1) and set H := µ * Â H 0 . Then, the Hamiltonian systems (T * P, ω, K) and (T * P/G, ̟, H) are ρ * -related. Furthermore, the projections by p of the geodesics of the KaluzaKlein metric (1.2) coincide with the projections by π B •μÂ : T * P/G → B of the solutions of the Hamiltonian equations defined by H on (T * P/G, ̟).
1.4. The Lie algebroid over a symplectic leaf. Let (Z, ̟) be a Poisson manifold. The following well-known observation implies that the triple (T * Z, −̟ ♯ , {·, ·}) is a Lie algebroid (see [16] ) over Z.
Proposition 1.7. There exists a unique R-bilinear, skew-symmetric operation {·, ·} :
. This operation is given by the formulas
Furthermore, it provides Ω 1 (Z) with a Lie algebra structure such that −̟ ♯ • is a Lie algebra homomorphism, i.e.,
The dual bundle to any Lie-algebroid carries a natural Poisson structure (see ( [2] ). The natural Poisson structure of the tangent bundle T Z is called the tangent Poisson structure on T Z, while (T * Z, −̟ ♯ , {·, ·}) is called the tangent Lie algebroid (see [1] ). Recall that the pointwise transversal Lie algebra and Poisson structures arise as restrictions of the bracket to (arbitrary extensions of) elements of the annihilator spaces (T z S z ) 0 and its natural dual T z Z/T z S z , respectively, where S z is the symplectic leaf through any z ∈ Z.
Let now i S : S → Z be the inclusion of a fixed symplectic leaf (S, ω S ). The mutually dual vector bundles over S defined by
are called the Lie algebroid and the dual Lie algebroid associated to S, respectively. Furthermore, the mutually dual vector bundles
where (T S) 0 denotes the annihilator subbundle in T * Z| S , are called the Lie algebra bundle and the dual Lie algebra bundle to Z at S, respectively. Writing ̟ ♯ for ̟ ♯ | S , we have the exact sequence of vector bundles over S
There is a well-defined bracket on the space of sections of E
for all α, β ∈ Ω 1 (Z), where the bracket on the right is the bracket of Proposition 1.7. The restriction of this bracket to Γ(L) is given by the fiberwise bracket of the transverse Lie algebras to S, and Γ(L) ⊂ Γ(E) is an ideal.
Proof. Let X ∈ X 1 (Z). Cartan's formula yields
Since ̟ ♯ (E) = T S, this shows that {α, β}| S depends only on α| S and β| S . For α ∈ Γ(E), β ∈ Γ(L), it follows from (1.6) with X | S ∈ X 1 (S) and thus L X ̟| S ∈ X 2 (S) that {α, β} ∈ Γ(L). The other assertions are clear.
Corollary 1.9. The bundle E with the bracket (1.5) on Γ(E) and the anchor map −̟ ♯ is a transitive Lie algebroid. Furthermore, L is a natural Lie subalgebroid of E, and E * and L * carry natural Poisson structures.
The set of E-connection forms is denoted by A.
As for principal connections, the Leibnitz identity implies: Proposition 1.11. Let θ be an E-connection form. There exists a 2-form on S with values in L satisfying
Definition 1.12. The 2-form Φ θ is called the curvature of θ.
If φ : Z → Z is a Poisson automorphism such that φ(S) = S, its tangent map induces a map φ * :
where α ♭ denotes the bundle morphism associated to the form α. It is straightforward to show that (φ • ψ) * α = ψ * • φ * for any two φ and ψ preserving S, that the action of φ preserves the space A and the bracket defined in Lemma 1.5, and thus Φ φ * θ = φ * Φ θ . This is analogous to active gauge transformations for usual principal connections. Since Poisson manifolds are locally split, we might call such transformations splitting transformations. In deed, one can easily see that every splitting map determines a local Econnection form with vanishing curvature, and that it is possible to write down splitting transformations as transitions between splittings, recovering formulas similar to local gauge transformations ( [18] ). Recall that the fibers of E are all isomorphic to some fixed Lie algebra g. Definition 1.13. The bundle r : R → S whose fiber at x ∈ S consists of all Lie algebra isomorphisms f : g → L x is called the Lie frame bundle at S. Proposition 1.14. R is a principal bundle over S with structure group Aut(g), where the group action is given by (f,
. Any E-connection form θ defines a covariant derivative on L given by
Proof. Since all fibers are isomorphic to g, L ∼ = g(R) by standard constructions (cf [15] ). Let now θ be an
is an ideal, (1.9) makes sense, and one can easily check that by (1.3) it defines a covariant derivative corresponding to a linear connection on L, and induces a principal connection in the corresponding frame bundle. Since ∇ θ acts by the Lie bracket of forms, it is a derivation of the Lie algebra structure in the fibers, and thus, parallel transport will act by automorphisms. Consequently, the connection in the principal frame bundle reduces to the Lie frame bundle R. Furthermore, the action of ∇ θ is by inner derivations of the fibers of g(P ). Thus, the principal connection form takes values in ad(g). Finally, we obtain (1.10) as an immediate consequence of the Jacobi identity for {·, ·}. Thus, the 2-form F θ on R takes values in ad(g), and F θ ∇ takes values in the inner derivations of the fibers of L.
Sternberg-Weinstein approximation
Here we construct a natural linear approximation to a Hamiltonian system on Z by a Wong system. The construction depends on the choice of an embedded Lagrangian submanifold i X : X → S of the fixed leaf S ⊂ Z.
2.1. The Poisson structure. Let (T X) 0 and (T X) 0 denote the subbundles of T * Z| X and T * S| X given by the annihilator spaces of the fibers of T X as a subbundle of T Z| X and T S| X , respectively. Since X is Lagrangian, the restriction −̟
If we define the (dual ) Lie algebroid and (dual ) Lie bundle at X by
respectively, E X , E * X and L X , L * X being duals, we obtain an exact sequence
Lemma 2.1. There is a well-defined bracket on the space of sections of E X (2.3)
for all α, β ∈ Ω 1 (Z) such that α| X and β| X take values in E X , where the bracket on the right is the bracket of Proposition 1.7. Furthermore, Γ(L X ) ⊂ Γ(E X ) with the fiberwise bracket is an ideal.
Proof. Let α, β ∈ Ω 1 (Z) such that α| X and β| X take values in E X , and
Now, (2.1) shows that α ♯ | X and β ♯ | X take their values in T X, and thus, the restriction to X of (2.5) depends only on the values of α and β on X. Furthermore, assume that X | X ∈ X 1 (X). Then, the last term in (2.4) vanishes on X, as does the first term i α
, and also the second term for similar reasons. This shows that the bracket of E X -valued forms is E X -valued. The last assertions follow from Lemma 1.8.
Corollary 2.2.
The bundle E X with the bracket (2.3) on Γ(E X ) and the anchor map −̟ ♯ X is a transitive Lie algebroid with L X as a Lie subalgebroid, and E * X and L * X are endowed with natural Poisson structures.
is called an E X -connection form if the associated bundle morphism over X α ♭ : T X → E X is a splitting of (2.2), i.e., satisfies −̟ Proposition 2.4. For any θ ∈ A, i * X θ ∈ A X , and A X = i * X A. For any α = i * X θ ∈ A X , there exists a 2-form on X with values in L X satisfying, for all
If φ is a Poisson isomorphism preserving S and X, it yields an action on A X as in (1.8) by setting φ * (i * X θ) = i * X (φ * θ) for all θ ∈ A, and Φ φ * α = φ * Φ α . Finally, any α ∈ A X induces a principal connection in the restricted principal bundle R X := R| X and the associated bundle g(R X ) = g(R)| X . Definition 2.5. The 2-form Φ α is called the curvature of α. Now we turn to the Poisson structure on E * X and show that it is a natural linear approximation to Z near X by describing its construction explicitly. We denote by τ : E * X → X the projection induced by τ Z : T Z → Z.
Proposition 2.6. There is a natural extension of the bracket defined in Lemma 2.1 on the sections of E X , seen as vertically linear functions on the dual bundle E * X , to an exact Poisson bracket {·, ·} ′ on C ∞ (E * X ).
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to specify the Poisson bracket on a family of functions whose differentials span T * E * X at each point. Let the subspace
be the sum of the subspaces of vertically constant and linear functions, respectively, the last corresponding to elements of Γ(E X ). One easily verifies that
We can naturally define the Lie bracket {·, ·} ′ to be the trivial Lie bracket on τ * C ∞ (X) and induced onΓ(E X ) by the Lie algebroid bracket on Γ(E X ). From the Leibnitz identities for the Lie algebroid brackets and the bracket {·, ·} ′ , it follows that for V ∈ Γ(E), denoting the corresponding function asV ∈Γ(E X ), and f ∈ C ∞ (X), we must have
where the section
X is seen as a constant vertical vector field on E * X , which is thus the Hamiltonian vector field of τ * f . (2.6) gives us a map α :Γ(E X ) → der(τ * C ∞ (X)), and a Poisson bracket {·, ·} ′ on τ * C ∞ (X) ⊕Γ(E X ) ⊂ C ∞ (E * X ) can thus be naturally defined as the semidirect sum τ * C ∞ (X) ⋊ αΓ (E X ). It remains to verify that the extension of {·, ·} ′ to C ∞ (E * X ) satisfies the Jacobi identity. We take Darboux coordinates (
where ̟ ab (r a ) = ̟ c ab (r a )r c = c c ab r c + O(r 2 ) and c c ab = ̟ c ab (0) are the structure functions and constants of the transverse structure and Lie algebra g at x 0 , respectively. Jacobi's identity reads cycl ̟ lj ∂̟ ik ∂x l = 0 (sum over ijk). Since our claim is local, we can assume that our Darboux coordinates on Z cover all of X. Then they induce coordinates (x µ ,ẋ µ ,ṗ µ ,ṙ a ) on T Z| X with respect the vector fields (∂/∂x µ , ∂/∂p µ , ∂/∂r a ) whose values at x span T x Z for all x ∈ X, and coordinates (
X whose values at x span (E * X ) x for all x ∈ X. On the other hand, the values at x of the sections (dp
] where we used the definitions above. Hence, with respect to the coordinates
.
Since the c c ab are structure constants of the Lie algebra g, it follows that ̟ ′ satisfies the Jacobi identity [̟ ′ , ̟ ′ ] = 0 as required. If I ∈ X(E * X ) is the linear vertical vector field on E * X corresponding to the identity bundle morphism
, and one easily verifies that
) is any extension of P to a neighborhood of X.
Proof. The identifications are obviously canonical. Thus, since {·, Xd f | X } ′ and L X f are both derivatives of the respective associative algebra structures, it suffices to verify (2.8) for elements of Γ(S 0 E X ) = C ∞ (X) and Γ(S 1 E X ) = Γ(E X ). For P ∈ C ∞ (X), we haveP = τ * P , and thus
and any extensionP , we have further
, defined by the tensor product of the pull-back by τ with the identification of corollary 2.7, which we denote again by a bar. Any α ∈ A X defines a projection h α :
The following structure equation and Bianchi identity hold good:
Proof. Because of (2.6), we have in deed
which implies the structure equation. For the Bianchi identity, we computē
where the summation runs over all cyclic permutations of the indices 0, 1, 2, and we used the Jacobi identity for the fourth equality.
Definition 2.9. For any Poisson manifold (Z, ̟) and any Lagrangian submanifold X ⊂ S of a symplectic leaf S, the Sternberg-Weinstein approximation at X is given by the Poisson manifold (Z ′ , ̟ ′ ), where Z ′ = E * X = T Z| X /T X, and ̟ ′ is the Poisson tensor defined by the Poisson bracket {·, ·} ′ on C ∞ (Z ′ ) in lemma 2.6, given in Darboux coordinates by (2.7).
Corollary 2.10. The subbundle S ′ = T S |X /T X ⊂ Z ′ is a symplectic leaf, which contains the zero section, identified with X, as a Lagrangian submanifold. Setting E X = (T X) 0 and ω ♭ X = ω ♭ S | T X , we have bundle isomorphisms
which are the anchor map for the Lie algebroid structure on E X (set Z = S) and a symplectomorphism with respect to the canonical symplectic structure on T * X, respectively. The subspace
, and the subspaceΓ(L X ) of the functions on E * X defined by sections of L X is an ideal ofΓ(E X ). The canonical projection
is a Poisson morphism for the canonical Poisson structure on L * X . That is, (2.10)
Proof. The assertions are easily checked in our Darboux coordinates. For (2.10), L X = ker(̟ ♯ X ) implies {τ * C ∞ (X),Γ(L X )} = 0 and by lemma 2.1, Γ(L X ) ⊂Γ(E X ) is an ideal. For the last fact, we use that for every vector bundle M → N , we have vector bundle isomorphisms
Remark 2.11. We can see here that Z ′ is locally equivalent to T * X×g * , and in particular, transversally linear at S ′ = T * X. Since Z is locally equivalent to V × N , and there is always a local symplectic isomorphism from V to T * X, we see that Z is locally Poisson equivalent to Z ′ iff it is linearizable at V . In corollary 4.4 we will see that the Sternberg-Weinstein phase space is naturally isomorphic to its Sternberg-Weinstein approximation. ♦ 2.2. The Wong system. We will now approximate a given Hamiltonian system on Z by a Wong system on Z ′ .
֒→ Z be a Lagrangian submanifold of the symplectic leaf (S, ω S ) of the Poisson manifold (Z, ̟). Every Hamiltonian H ∈ C ∞ (Z) with dH| X = 0 naturally defines a bundle morphism t 2 X H :
Proof. The tangent map of dH| S : S → E yields bundle morphisms
the decomposition being canonical over the zero section. Since dH| X = 0, the later maps vanish on T X. On the other hand, since d(i * S dH) = d(d(H| S )) = 0, (2.12) defines symmetric bilinear forms on the fibers of T S| X . Thus, it induces symmetric bilinear forms on the fibers of the quotient bundle E * X and an associated bundle morphism E * X → E X . Hence, (2.11) must take values in E X , and as claimed, we obtain the bundle morphisms
showing that α H is an E X -connection form on X, inducing a principal connection form on R X . In summary, we have the diagram
Corollary 2.13. Any section h ∈ Γ(E) with h| X = 0 naturally defines a bundle morphism t X h :
, then t X h uniquely defines a metric, an E Xconnection form and an associated principal connection form on R X . Given in addition a linear connection in the bundle E, which provides a splitting T E = T S ⊕ S V E over S, any h ∈ Γ(E) with d(i * S h) = 0 defines a metric and an E-connection form on the leaf S.
By Theorem 2.12, a Hamiltonian H on Z with dH| X = 0 defines a map (α ♭ H ) * : Z ′ → T * X and, via the metric γ H , a Hamiltonian H ′ 0 on T * X. Thus, we can define a Hamiltonian system on Z ′ by (2.14)
Notice that while the definition of H ′ 1 requires the invertibility of t 2 X H 0 , that of H ′ 0 does not. We now define a bundle morphism over X by
which is obviously a diffeomorphism. It can be used to induce an Hdepending Poisson structure
) is equivalent to the system on Z ′ . But L π X is fibred over T * X and X and admits natural physical coordinates for the equations of motion, if we can calculate ̟ H .
The affine bundle morphism (
where the Hamiltonian vector field is defined by ̟ ′ and projectable by l sincē
where in the first line, we used also the natural injections
as constant vertical multi-vector fields and as vertically linear functions, respectively. Theorem 2.14. The Poisson structure ̟ H on L π X is given by
where w T * X is the Poisson tensor on T * X, Φ α H is the curvature of α H , and
Proof. We determine the Poisson structure ̟ ′ H on L π X on the characteristic set of functions on L π X given by the functions on T * X induced by functions and vector fields on X, and functions induced by sections of L X , denoted by a double bar. The dual of ψ H decomposes into a direct sum as
It follows that for f i ∈ C ∞ (X) = X 0 (X), X i ∈ X 1 (X), and V i ∈ Γ(L X ),
Denoting by {·, ·} ′ H the Poisson bracket defined by ̟ ′ H , this implies that
where we also wrote {·, ·} T * X and {·, ·} L * X for the Poisson bracket on T * X and L * X , respectively, omitting obvious restrictions. By testing on the characteristic set of functions, we verify expression (2.15) for ̟ H . For example,
where we used that by construction, − → ϕ (dX ) = dX ( − → ϕ ) = ϕ(X ) for all X ∈ X(X) and ϕ ∈ Γ(T * X ⊗ X L X ).
) will be called the Wong system and the gauged Wong system associated to the Hamiltonian system (Z, ̟, H) at X, respectively.
Wong's equations ( [29] ) can now be easily written down. [20] provides a detailed calculation and discussion of the Poisson structure (2.15) for the original Sternberg-Weinstein phase space and the (left) gauged Wong system. Note that the original Wong system is associated to itself as wanted.
The Einstein-Mayer system. If t 2
X H 0 in Theorem 2.12 in degenerate, it is still possible to define an approximated system on the SternbergWeinstein approximation of the underlying Poisson manifold. 
The first jet of dH with dH| X = 0 yields maps
where the field of (Hessian) bilinear forms on the fibers of T Z| X defined in the second line is symmetric since dH is closed. Since in addition, the corresponding bundle morphism vanishes on T X because of dH| X = 0, we get an induced field of symmetric bilinear forms on the fibers of E *
of scalar products on the fibers of E * X and a bundle morphism t 2 X H as in (2.13), with t 2
H 0 is nondegenerate, we obtain a metric and an E X -connection form as in theorem 2.12 given by
, and H ′ 20 is defined as the function given by the field ( 
Corollary 2.17. Let X ⊂ S i S ֒→ Z be a Lagrangian submanifold of the symplectic leaf S of the Poisson manifold Z. Any 1-form h ∈ Ω 1 (Z) with h| X = 0 naturally defines a field d X h : X → S 2 E X of bilinear forms on the fibers of E * X . If d X h is nondegenerate and dh| X = 0, then it defines a field η of scalar products on the fibers of E X and, if d X h| E * X and η| L X are nondegenerate, a triple (γ h , α h , χ h ) of fields on X, where γ h is a metric, α h is an E X -connection form, determining a principal connection in R X , and χ h is a field of scalar products on the associated vector bundle L X = g(R X ).
From (2.17), we deduce that the Hamiltonian defined by d 2 X H on E * X , i.e., the Sternberg-Weinstein approximation (Z ′ , ̟ ′ ) to (Z, ̟) at X, is given by [7] ). This work could be regarded as a precursor of Lie algebroid ideas in physics before their apparition in mathematics. The Wong system can be regarded a special case of the Einstein-Mayer system (cf. Definition 4.8), or as an approximation to it exploiting only part of the Hessian of H in (2.19) and requiring the nondegeneracy of d 2 X H 0 .
Dimensionally reduced approximation
Poisson reduction theory ( [25] ) allows to obtain new Poisson manifolds from constraints in a given one. Under Sternberg-Weinstein approximation, this process becomes related to the dimensional reduction procedure for symmetric gauge fields ( [4] ). For the original Sternberg-Weinstein construction, this relation was pointed out in [22] . Let us fix an embedded coisotropic subman-
A standard result of reduction theory is the following.
has constant dimension, it is differentiable and integrable to a subcharacteristic foliation C. If C is transversal to the symplectic leaves of Z and given by the fibers of a submersion q : Q →Z = Q/C, there is a reduced Poisson structure onZ whose symplectic foliation is given by the symplectically reduced symplectic leaves of Z with respect to their intersections with Q.
In addition, let us suppose that Q is locally closed. Let P = C ∞ (Z), and C = {f ∈ P|f | Q = 0} be the subspace of constraints. Then Q is coisotropic iff ∀f ∈ C, X f | Q ∈ X 1 (Q) or equivalently, {C, C} ⊂ C. Let N = N P (C) be the idealizer subalgebra of admissible functions. They are precisely those whose Hamiltonian vector fields are tangent to Q, and which are constant along the leaves of C, that is, C ∞ (Z) ∼ = q * C ∞ (Z) = i * Q N ∼ = N/C. We see that if the conditions of proposition 3.1 are not satisfied, a reduced Poisson bracket can still be defined as a quotient algebra on the subspace (3.1)P = i * Q N ∼ = N/C of C ∞ (Q), which we will call the reduced Poisson algebra of P.
Reduced Sternberg-Weinstein approximation.
Let us suppose S ⊂ Q and apply the reduction procedure sketched above to Z ′ . We set
Lemma 3.2. The submanifold i Q ′ : Q ′ → Z ′ is given as the common zero level set of the functions inΓ(A X ) defined by differentials (dC)| X ∈ Γ(A X ) as in Corollary 2.7, and the fibers of (T Q ′ ) 0 ⊂ T * Z ′ are spanned at each point by the differentials of these functions. In particular, Q ′ is coisotropic.
Proof. It suffices to notice that the subspaces (A X ) x ⊂ (L X ) x are spanned by the differentials (dC) x at each point x ∈ X. In particular, {df, dg} x = (d{f, g}) x shows that Q ′ is coisotropic as soon as Q is. Definition 3.3. Let P ′ = C ∞ (Z ′ ). The subalgebras C ′ = {f ∈ P ′ |f | Q ′ = 0} and N ′ = N P ′ (C ′ ) are called the Sternberg-Weinstein constraint algebra and admissible function algebra, respectively. SettingP
The fact that the Sternberg-Weinstein bracket of functions on Z ′ which are pull-backs of functions in L * X only depends on their restrictions to the fibers allows us to characterize, by means of two assumptions, those elements ofl * C ∞ (L * X ) ∩P ′ which are vertically polynomial. From the proof of lemma 3.2 we know that for all x ∈ X, (A X ) x is a Lie subalgebra of (L X ) x ∼ = g. We will make the following assumption:
The fibers of A X are all isomorphic to some subalgebra c ⊂ g.
We will further make the stronger assumption that for every fiber there exists an isomorphism which is the restriction of an isomorphism a ∈ (R X ) x . If N Aut(g) (c) denotes the stabilizer subgroup of c in Aut(g), this means that:
The Lie-frame bundle R X can be reduced to N = N Aut(g) (c).
3) is valid, the reduced subbundle of R X given by
with structure group N , is called the constraint Lie frame bundle. We write
where c 0 ⊂ g * is the annihilator subspace, for the natural identification of the i-th symmetric powers with associated vector bundles to R c X for the naturally induced action of N on g/c and c 0 , respectively. Definition 3.5. Let C be the analytic subgroup defined by c ⊂ g in some Lie group with Lie algebra g, and let S i (g/c) C and S i (c 0 ) C denote the subspaces of invariant elements under the (well-defined) induced (co)adjoint C-action. If k i : N → Gl(S i (g/c) C ) are the naturally induced group homomorphisms, we setR
In particular,R X =R 1 ,Ñ =Ñ 1 , andL 1 = (R X × (g/c) C )/Ñ are called the reduced Lie frame bundle, reduced structure group, and reduced Lie algebra bundle, respectively.
Lemma 3.6. The vertically polynomial functions inl * C ∞ (L * X ) ∩P ′ are those defined on Q ′ by the sections of ⊕ i≥0Li . In particular,
. We can interpretŝ, s and df | X as equivariant mapŝ
where the restriction
Thanks to the equivariance, for any choice of p and d,
where {·, ·} x and {·, ·} g * denote the Poisson brackets on (L * X ) x and g * , respectively, Ad * the coadjoint action, and we used that for all
, where g L is the antiisomorphic Lie algebra. Since at all points, the differentials df x span (A X ) x ∼ = c, and those of the functionsdf | X span (T Q ′ ) 0 , we havē
where Ad * (C) denotes the induced action on S • (g/c). For i = 1, we have
completing the proof. In particular,L 1 is a bundle of Lie algebras.
The reduced Einstein-Mayer and Wong systems.
Let H ∈ P such that dH| X = 0. We will show that it defines an admissible EinsteinMayer Hamiltonian on Q ′ if H is admissible, i.e.,H = i * Q H ∈P.
֒→ Z be a Lagrangian submanifold of the symplectic leaf (S, ω S ) of the Poisson manifold (Z, ̟), and Q ⊃ S a locally closed coisotropic submanifold. EveryH ∈ C ∞ (Q) such that dH| X = 0 naturally defines a field d 2 XH : X → S 2Ẽ X of symmetric bilinear forms on the fibers ofẼ * X , in the notation of 3.1 and thereabove . IfH = i * Q H for H ∈ P, theñ
Proof. The transversal Hessian ofH yields d 2 XH as in theorem 2.16 with (Z, H) replaced by (Q,H). IfH = i * Q H for H ∈ P with dH| X = 0, then by construction
Since Q is coisotropic, X f is tangent to Q for all f ∈ C and its flow defines a local family of diffeomorphisms exp(tX f ) : Q → Q, t ∈ R (omitting obvious restrictions). The first jet prolongation of (T exp(tX f )) * can be restricted to the image of X under the zero section of T * Q, and under the identification (2.16) of jets with tensor fields over the zero section, it becomes identified with ⊗ 2 (T exp(tX f )| X ) * acting on ⊗ 2 T * Q| X . Since because of df | S ∈ (T Q) 0 | S ⊂ (T S) 0 , X f | S = 0 and exp(tX f )| S is the identity, this induces bundle morphisms of S 2Ẽ X . Finally, for any section dH :
which reads with our identification (since X f | X = 0)
where we used Corollary 2.7. By Lemma 3.2, the differentials of the functions df | X span (T Q ′ ) 0 ⊂ T * Z ′ | Q ′ at each point of Q ′ . Hence, it follows from (3.9) that H ∈ N implies H ′ 2 ∈ N ′ and thus,H ′ 2 ∈P ′ .
We expect that generically, d 2 XH should define corresponding reduced fieldsη, αH χH ,
is called theẼ X -connection form defined byH. There is the following result.
Theorem 3.8. If the field d 2 XH defined byH = i * Q H in Theorem 3.7 is nondegenerate, it naturally defines fields of scalar productsη onẼ X and χH onL X , a metric γH and anẼ X -connection form αH on X as in (3.10) and (3.11), provided that d 2 XH | E * X andη|L X are also nondegenerate.η and the triple (γH ,αH ,χH ) determine each other. Furthermore, suppose thatH ∈P, and that the assumptions (3.2, 3.3) are valid. Then, for every X ∈ X(X), i X αH ∈Γ(Ẽ X ) ∩P ′ , and αH defines a principal connection form AH onR X taking values in ad(g). Finally, χH ∈ Γ(L * 2 ), withL * 2 defined in (3.4). Proof. The first two assertions follow from Theorem 2.16 with (Z, H) replaced by (Q,H). Let nowH ∈P andH = i * Q H with H ∈ N. Since exp(−tX f )| S is the identity, (3.7) implies (T exp(tX f )| X ) * • α ♭H = α ♭H for all f ∈ C. Hence, using Corollary 2.7,
by Lemma 3.6, this means that αH defines an adjoined action onΓ(L 1 ) by the reduced bracket onP ′ and thus, a covariant derivative on Γ(L 1 ) and, sinceÑ acts effectively on the standard fiber ofL 1 , a principal connection form onR X . This is a form (3.13)
where n = Lie(N ) and k 1 = Lie(K 1 ). In deed, we deduce from (3.12) and Lemma 3.6 that the form A H = A α H on R X takes values in ad(g) ∩ n = ad (N g c) , and, consequently, restricts to R c X . Its equivariance implies that
is the induced map, is constant on the fibers of the projection pr : R c X →R X , and we have
Now, the function onẼ X defined byη ∈ Γ(S 2Ẽ * X ) can be restricted to the function onL X defined by χH ∈ Γ(S 2L * X ), and since S is preserved,
20 is the function defined by χ ♭−1 H onL * X , and we used Corollary 2.7 and Lemma 3.6. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 3.9. There is a well-defined curvature ΦH = Φ αH of αH
taking values inL 1 . The curvature form of AH takes values in ad(g). on T * X. Then,H ′ 1 ∈P ′ . The restriction of ψ H to Q ′ is given by the bundle isomorphism
Definition 3.11. The triples (Q ′ ,P ′ ,H ′ 1 ) and (L π X ,P ′H , pr * 1H ′ 0 ) are called the reduced and gauged reduced Wong systems, and the triples (
) the reduced and gauged reduced EinsteinMayer systems associated to (Z, ̟, H; Q) at X, respectively. Remark 3.12. The study of the elements of (S 2 c 0 ) C and its decomposition into irreducible subspaces under the action of the reduced structure group was carried out systematically; cf [18] , [6] for the example of Manton [17] , which yields in particular a field of hermitian forms. Higgs fields of this form appear in interaction terms between spinor fields ( [24] ). Remark 3.13. As in classical mechanics, the presence of the constraint Q can be related to d 2 XH being precisely the nondegenerate part of a d 2 X H.
Local Kaluza-Klein realization
The existence of a locally minimal symplectic realization of the Poisson manifold Z and the associated dual pair ( [27, 25] ) is related via SternbergWeinstein approximation to classical Yang-Mills and Kaluza-Klein theory.
In the presence of coisotropic constraints, we obtain the reduction theorem for bundles with homogeneous fibers ( [4] ). Let us recall that for a fixed Poisson manifold (Z, ̟) and any z 0 ∈ Z, there exists an open neighborhood U ∋ z 0 such that (U, ̟) (omitting the restriction) is realizable by a surjective Poisson submersion ρ : (W, ω) → (U, ̟), where (W, ω) is a symplectic manifold of (locally minimal) dimension d min = 2(dim Z − (1/2)rk(̟ z )). In addition, this realization is essentially unique ( [27, 25] ). The fibers of ρ define the foliation F whose leaves we will presume connected. If the dual (i.e., symplectically orthogonal) foliation F ⊥ has connected leaves, and is such that the quotient map λ : W → W/F ⊥ =: Υ is a submersion onto a manifold Υ with coinduced Poisson structure υ,
will be a dual pair. Referring to this case, we will simply say that (4.1) exits. Let F = ρ * C ∞ (U ) and F ⊥ = λ * C ∞ (Υ) be the polar function groups, Z = Z(F) denote the center (Casimir functions), and Ph be the subalgebra in C ∞ (W ) of functions whose Hamiltonian vector field is projectable by ρ * into the subspace Ham(U ) of Hamiltonian vector fields on U .
unique for X K and unique up an element of Z for K. Thus Ph = F + F ⊥ , and the sequence 0
Proof. For (4.2), we defineĴ ∈ C ∞ (W ) byĴ = K − ρ * H. By assumption, ρ * XĴ = 0, and thus,
The other assertions are well-known or easily verified.
Let S denote the symplectic leaf through z 0 , and let V := S ∩ U ,V := ρ −1 (V ) and F := ρ −1 (z 0 ). We assume that these manifolds are connected.
Lemma 4.2. The manifoldV is a coisotropic submanifold of W , and the characteristic foliation is given by the fibers of the submersion ρ|V . In particular, the fibers are isotropic submanifolds of W , and F = ρ −1 (z 0 ) is a Lagrangian submanifold ofN = ρ −1 (N ) for any transverse submanifold N to V representing the transverse structure at z 0 . Furthermore, U can be chosen such that ρ|V :V → V is a fiber bundle over V with standard fiber F . On the other hand, we have λ(w 1 ) = λ(w 2 ) =: l 0 ∈ Υ for all w 1 , w 2 ∈V , and rk l 0 υ = 0, i.e., l 0 is a symplectic leaf, and Υ is its own transverse structure at l 0 , with linear approximation given by T l 0 Υ ∼ = g * L , with g L denoting the Lie algebra anti-isomorphic to the transverse Lie algebra g to V at z 0 .
Proof. The first assertions are again well-known ( [27] ). Let us suppose that U is split by a splitting map sp : U → V × N , where N is an arbitrary transverse submanifold through z 0 to V representing the transverse structure. Since the sp is Poisson, we know that sp −1 • (Id V , ρ|N ) : V ×N → U is a realization of minimal dimension. After restricting U and W , the essential uniqueness of the minimal realization implies that there is a symplectomorphism sp :
The restriction of sp toV yields a trivialization sp|V :V → V × F , of the bundleV with standard fiber F . By counting dimensions, we find dim Υ = dim N , which implies the remaining assertions.
4.1. Kaluza-Klein realization and dynamics. Let ρ : (W, ω) → (U, ̟), V , F as above, and X ⊂ V an embedded Lagrangian submanifold. Suppose z 0 ∈ X and that ρ|V :V = ρ −1 (V ) → V is a fiber bundle with standard fiber F . Then, we also have a fiber bundle Y ⊂V over X given by
The total space is an embedded Lagrangian submanifold i Y : Y → W , since it is coisotropic as the preimage of a coisotropic submanifold, and lemma 4.2 implies 2 dim Y = 2 dim X + 2 dim F = dim V + dimN = dim W . Thus, the Sternberg-Weinstein approximation to W at Y is given by
where (−ω ♭ Y ) * is a symplectomorphism for the canonical structure on T * Y . 
where U ′ and Υ ′ are the Sternberg-Weinstein approximation of U at X ∩ U and Υ at l 0 , respectively, and λ ′ is the map induced by T λ| Y .
Proof. Since ρ is a surjective submersion, the same is true for ρ ′ . For Darboux coordinates (x µ , p µ , r a ) on U , inducing coordinates (x µ , [ṗ µ ], [ṙ a ]) on U ′ as in Proposition 2.6, it is always possible to choose Darboux coordi- 
Corollary 4.4. The Sternberg-Weinstein approximation of the SternbergWeinstein phase space T * P/G associated to a principal fiber bundle P → B with structure group G at B ⊂ T * B is naturally isomorphic to T * P/G.
Proof. Obviously, T * P is a global symplectic realization of T * P/G of dimension d min . Furthermore, the isomorphism (T * P ) ′ = T (T * P )| P /T P ∼ = T * P is natural, symplectic and compatible with the projection maps ρ : T * P → T * P/G and ρ ′ : T (T * P )| P /T P → T (T * P/G)| B /T B since ρ is defined by a fiberwise linear action of G. Thus, it induces a natural Poisson equivalence of the quotient manifolds. Proof. It is well-known ( [2] ) that the fibers of ρ ′ are given by the orbits of the local action of a connected and simply connected Lie group
is the Hamiltonian vector field of −(λ ′ ) * D. Since λ ′ is surjective, it follows that these Hamiltonian vector fields span T W ′ at each point and thus, the action is locally free. For y ∈ Y , λ ′ | y : 
whereρ * is the bundle morphism to be defined in (4.8) . Note that
, and since ω ♭ and D → D Y and are Lie algebra anti-automorphisms (since g is anti-isomorphic to g L ), and ρ is Poisson a morphism, this is a Lie algebra isomorphism. On the other hand, a is equivariant since
where R g : Y → Y denotes the action of g ∈ G 1 on Y whenever it is defined, and
Theorem 4.7. Suppose that the dual pair (4.1) exists. Let H ∈ C ∞ (U ) be a Hamiltonian such that dH| X = 0, and
, the Einstein-Mayer approximation of J at l 0 , we have a decomposition
J are nondegenerate, then κ, η, ι are functions defined by a metric κ on Y , η, and some scalar product ι on g L , respectively. Furthermore, (ρ ′ ) * η corresponds to a (locally) G 1 -invariant metric on Y .
Proof. If λ exists, lemma 4.1 yields a decomposition K = ρ * H +λ * J for some J ∈ C ∞ (Υ). Thus dK = ρ * dH + λ * dJ, and similarly as in the proof of theorem 3.7, this implies
. Under the nondegeneracy assumptions, κ corresponds to a fiber-quadratic function on (W ′ ) * ∼ = T Y , i.e., metric on Y . According to lemma 4.6, the term (ρ ′ ) * η is a (locally) G 1 -invariant fiber quadratic function on W ′ , and thus, a G 1 -invariant metric on Y .
Definition 4.8. The triple (W ′ , ω ′ , κ) is called a Kaluza-Klein dynamics corresponding to (Z, ̟, H) at z o ∈ X. By a given κ, the fields α H and γ H defined by a corresponding η are well-determined, while χ H = l * H ′ 20 and ι are determined up to a Casimir function. If χ H (ι) is itself a Casimir, we will call κ of Sternberg-Weinstein (invariant) type, if both are (not), of Casimir (mixed) type. Notice that only d 2 X H 0 needs to be nondegenerate here. Darboux's theorem implies that locally, we have a symplectic inclusion i W : W ֒→ T * Y ∼ = W ′ identifying W with an open neighborhood of the zero section in T * Y . Consequently, it becomes simultaneously a symplectic realization of U and its Sternberg-Weinstein approximation U ′ . The inclusion i W allows us to assume that K ∈ C ∞ (W ) with ρ * X K = X H for a H ∈ C ∞ (U ) is well-defined by a metric on Y , that is, K = K ′ 2 . Then, theorem 4.7 implies that we also have ρ ′ * X K = X H ′
2
. In summary:
Lemma 4.12. Let θ : V → T * V ⊗ V E |V and α : X → T * X ⊗ X E X be an E-connection form on V and an E X -connection form on X, respectively. There are associated connections on the bundles ρ|V :V → V and p : Y → X (4.3), respectively, given by the bundle morphismŝ
is the canonical bijective morphism of fibred manifolds over U induced by the surjective submersion ρ : W → U , whose restriction to Y × X (T X) 0 is precisely the dual toρ = (π, ρ ′ ).
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, F ∩V , i.e., the fibers of ρ|V :V → V , form the characteristic foliation ofV ⊂ W . Thus ω ♭−1 (T F) 0 |V ) = TV , andθ is well defined. In order to show that it defines a connection in ρ|V :V → V , it remains to show that (τV , T ρ) •θ = IdV × V T V . Since both sides are bundle morphisms over IdV , this follows from (
Proposition 2.4 states that α = i * X θ for some θ ∈ A, and we haveα = θ 
Proposition 4.13. Suppose that (4.4) exists, λ ′ is complete, and G y 0 is a normal subgroup. If α ∈ A X , then the connection on Y induced byα defined in (4.7) is given by a principal connection formÂ on Y witĥ
is the canonical bijective morphism of fibred manifolds over Υ induced by the surjective submersion λ :
[Â,Â] ofÂ corresponds tô
is the natural map, and (Φ α ) ♭ : ∧ 2 T X → L X is the bundle morphism defined by the curvature of α. Furthermore, ad(F ) = a * F α , where F α denotes the curvature 2-form of A α .
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 4.6, we saw that the fundamental vector field induced by D ∈ g L ⊂ C ∞ (Υ ′ ) at y ∈ Y was given by
where
2) is coisotropic with a characteristic foliation given by the fibers of p = ρ| Y (Lemma 4.2). But (4.9) implies thatÂ(I) Y = (Id T Y −α • (τ Y , T p))(I) for all I ∈ T Y . Thus, the vertical projection corresponding toα is given by I →Â(I) Y , andÂ is a principal connection form corresponding toα iffα is equivariant, i.e., T R g •α =α • (R g , Id T X ) for all g ∈ G. This follows form a calculation as at the end of the proof of Lemma 4.6. The fibers of the Ad * -equivariant bundle morphism a : Y → R X are precisely the orbits of the center Z = ker Ad * ⊂ G, and thus ad •Â ♭ is constant on these fibers. It is easy to see that ad •Â and A α induce the same covariant derivative on
is the horizontal projection corresponding tô A. For X 1 , X 2 ∈ X 1 (Y ), writing T p(X 1 ) for T p • X 1 etc., a straightforward calculation using that −ω ♭−1 •ρ * is a Lie algebra isomorphism yields
This last assertion follows easily.
Theorem 4.14. In the situation of Theorem 4.7, suppose that d 2 Y K and d 2 X H 0 are nondegenerate, and that κ is of Sternberg-Weinstein type. With the assumptions of the proposition, letÂ H be the principal connection form determined by α H . Then κ = p * γ H +Â * H ι H , where ι H is the scalar product on g L corresponding to ι + χ H seen as a quadratic function on g * L , provided that the last is nondegenerate. That is, κ is precisely the Kaluza-Klein metric (1.2) determined by γ H ,Â H , and ι H . In Theorem 1.6, the system
Proof. By checking the definitions (recall Z = F ∩ F ⊥ by Lemma 4.1).
Remark 4.15. For der(g) = ad(g), T * R X with its Aut(g)-action and the Hamiltonian defined by the Kaluza-Klein metric determined by γ H , A H and some metric on ad(g) is a global symplectic realization of the reduced system defined by H on Q ′ ⊂ Z ′ , where Q ′ is the subbundle of E * X annihilating the subbundle of L X whose fiber at x ∈ X is the center of (L X ) x . Since E X -connection forms are related globally to ad(g)-but locally to g L -valued principal connection forms, we could say that localization allows the passage from the adjoined structure group to the group itself. A similar transition appears in the duality of quantized gauge theories [9] . 4.3. Reduced Kaluza-Klein realization. Let i Q : Q → U be a locally closed coisotropic submanifold with V ⊂ Q. Then iQ :Q = ρ −1 (Q) ֒→ W is obviously a coisotropic submanifold of W . LetĈ denote the characteristic foliation ofQ, and suppose that there is a reduction of W viaQ given byq :Q −→Q/Ĉ =:W , such that (W ,ω) is a symplectic manifold with reduced symplectic formω. SinceQ is a union of leaves of the foliation F defined by ρ,Ĉ is a subfoliation of the orthogonal foliation F ⊥ , for which we suppose that (4.1) exists. Consequently, there is a unique mapλ :W → Υ such that λ • iQ =λ •q. We denote the constraints and admissible functions byĈ = {f ∈ C ∞ (W )|f |Q = 0} andN = N C ∞ (W ) (Ĉ), respectively, such thatq * C ∞ (W ) = i * QN ∼ =N/Ĉ. Then F ⊥ ⊂N, every λ * f ∈ F ⊥ reduces tõ λ * f ∈ C ∞ (W ), andλ * is an isomorphism of Poisson algebras. Finally, the orbits of the flow of the Hamiltonian vector fields ofF ⊥ =λ * C ∞ (Υ) are precisely given byF :=q(F ∩Q). Sinceλ is not surjective, this will be a nonregular foliation ofW in general, and the image ofρ :W −→Ũ :=W /F might not be a manifold.
However, we can define C ∞ (Ũ ) = (ρ * ) −1 C ∞ (W ), and an isomorphic subalgebra of C ∞ (W ) byF = Z C ∞ (W ) (F ⊥ ) =ρ * C ∞ (Ũ ). On the other hand, Q = ρ −1 (Q) also implies that C ∼ =Ĉ∩F and N ∼ = N C ∞ (W ) (Ĉ∩F)∩F =N∩F, and thus,Ũ can be identified with the image of the projection q : Q →Z = Q/C. With (3.1) (forŨ instead ofZ), we get the commutative diagrams: Lemma 4.16. Let K ∈ C ∞ (W ) be a Hamiltonian such that ρ * X K = X H for some Hamiltonian H ∈ C ∞ (U ). Then, K is admissible forQ iff H is admissible for Q. In this case, the reduced HamiltonianK ∈ C ∞ (W ) is given asK =ρ * HŨ +λ * J, whereH = q * HŨ , andρ * HŨ is precisely the reduction of ρ * H byQ.
Proof. Lemma 4.1 gives us the decomposition K = ρ * H + λ * J, where J ∈ C ∞ (Υ). N ∼ =N ∩ F implies that ρ * H is admissible forQ iff H is admissible for Q. On the other hand, F ⊥ ⊂N shows that every λ * J ∈ F ⊥ is admissible forQ. This implies the remaining assertions.
Hence, we may think of the dynamics induced byK onF as a "symplectic realization" of the reduced dynamics induced by H onP. 
Thus, every (λ ′ ) * D, D ∈ g L yields a reduced Hamiltonian (λ ′ ) * D onW ′ , and as in the proof of Lemma 4.6, this yields a local G 1 -action which is given by the unique Hamiltonian lift of the action onỸ , and at the same time the projection of the restricted G 1 -action onQ ′ . However, this action will not be locally free ifλ ′ is not surjective. The last assertion follows from the commutativity of (4.10); in fact, it yields a Sternberg-Weinstein approximated analogue of these diagrams. Proposition 4.18. The orbits of the restricted projected G 1 -action onỸ define a regular foliation ofỸ . Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.11 and Proposition 4.13,Ỹ is a fiber bundle over X with homogeneous fibers diffeomorphic to C L \G, where C L is the analytic subgroup of G defined by c ⊂ g. The projected G-action in given by the natural right action of G on C L \G.
Proof. Lemma 3.2 implies that T C and TĈ ′ are spanned at each point by the Hamiltonian vector fields of the functionss and (ρ ′ ) * s for all s ∈ Γ(A X ), respectively. Since V ′ = S ′ ∩ U ′ ⊂ Q ′ and thus (T Q ′ ) 0 |V ′ ⊂ (T V ′ ) 0 , the Hamiltonian vector field ofs vanishes on X. Thus, that of (ρ ′ ) * s must be tangent the fibers of ρ ′ on Y . On the other hand, and as in the proof of Lemma 4.6, we see that the restriction to Y x depends only on s(x) ∈ (A X ) x for all x ∈ X and corresponds to an infinitesimal Lie algebra action of (A X ) x on Y x . Fixing a point y ∈ (A X ) x , we get (local) isomorphisms G ∼ = Y x and a(y) : c ∼ = (A X ) x . Under these identifications, the fiber ofĈ ′ through y is locally given by the orbit of the local C L -action obtained by integrating the infinitesimal c-action on G, that is, the natural left action, since c ⊂ g corresponds to right invariant vector fields on G. Thus, the G 1 -orbits iñ Y = Y /(Ĉ ′ ∩ Y ) are locally isomorphic to C L \G, and thus, the foliation is regular. Under the additional hypotheses,Ỹ is a fiber bundle over X with homogeneous fibers isomorphic to C L \G.
Theorem 4.19. Let H ∈ N ⊂ C ∞ (U ) such that dH| X = 0 be admissible for Q, and K ∈ C ∞ (W ) such that dK| Y = 0 and ρ * X K = X H . Then, the reduction of the Hamiltonian defining the Einstein-Mayer system of K on W ′ is precisely the HamiltonianK ′ 2 defining the Einstein-Mayer system of the reduced HamiltonianK of K onW ′ . With our nondegeneracy assumptions,
whereκ and (ρ ′ ) * η ∈F ′ correspond to a metric and a G 1 -invariant metric for the (local) G 1 -action of Lemma 4.6 onỸ , and ι to a scalar product on g L . Here,η ∈P ′ is seen as a function onŨ ′ , analogous to diagram (4.10).
Proof. Theorem 4.7 yields a decomposition κ = (ρ ′ ) * η + (λ ′ ) * ι. Applying Lemma 4.16 in the Sternberg-Weinstein approximated situation, we obtain the decomposition (4.11) if the reduction of κ = K ′ 2 is given byκ =K ′ 2 , which follows easily fromq * dK = i * Q dK. The remaining claims follows from the nondegeneracy assumption and Proposition 4.17, respectively. 
